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Abstract
In the summer of 2014 in situ and remote sensing instruments were deployed in Athens, in order to study the concentration,
physical properties, and chemical composition of aerosols. In this manuscript we aim to combine the measurements of collocated
in situ and remote sensing instruments by comparison and complementary use, in order to increase the accuracy of predictions
concerning climate change and human health. We also develop a new method in order to select days when a direct comparison
on in situ and remote sensing instruments is possible. On selected days that displayed significant turbulence up to approximately
1,000 m above ground level (agl), we acquired the aerosol extinction or scattering coefficient by in situ instruments using three
approaches. In the first approach the aerosol extinction coefficient was acquired by adding a Nephelometer scattering coefficient in
ambient conditions and an Aethalometer absorption coefficient. The correlation between the in situ and remote sensing instruments
was good (coefficient of determination R2 equal to 0.69). In the second approach we acquired the aerosol refractive index by fitting
dry Nephelometer and Aethalometer measurements with Mie algorithm calculations of the scattering and absorption coefficients
for the size distribution up to a maximum diameter of 1,000 nm obtained by in situ instruments. The correlation in this case was
relatively good (R2 equal to 0.56). Our next step was to compare the extinction coefficient acquired by remote sensing instruments
to the scattering coefficient calculated by Mie algorithm using the size distribution up to a maximum diameter of 1,000 nm and the
equivalent refractive index (ERICOR ), which is acquired by the comparison of the size distributions obtained by a Scanning Mobility
Particle Sizer (SMPS) and an Optical Particle Counter (OPC). The agreement between the in situ and remote sensing instruments
in this case was not satisfactory (R2 equal to 0.35). The last comparison for the selected days was between the aerosol extinction
Ångström exponent acquired by in situ and remote sensing instruments. The correlation was not satisfactory (R2 equal to 0.4),
probably due to differences in the number size distributions present in the air volumes measured by in situ and remote sensing
instruments. We also present a day that a Saharan dust event occurred in Athens in order to demonstrate the information we obtain
through the synergy of in situ and remote sensing instruments on how regional aerosol is added to local aerosol, especially during
pollution events due to long range transport.
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1. Introduction
Human health, air quality, atmospheric visibility, and the climate are affected by aerosol particles (Fuzzi et al., 2015). In
March 11, 2020
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order to understand these effects, measurements of atmospheric 61
aerosol particle number size distribution, optical properties and 62
chemical composition are highly needed.
63
Ground based in situ and remote sensing measurement plat- 64
forms are crucial tools for continuous monitoring and evalua- 65
tion of global, regional, and local air quality. In situ instru- 66
ments provide extensive measurements of aerosol and trace gas 67
chemistry (Lazaridis et al., 2006) as well as physical proper- 68
ties (Bryant et al., 2006) in the Mediterranean region. They 69
also display excellent temporal resolution. Lidar observations 70
provide the vertical profile of aerosol particle size distribution, 71
their optical and physical properties (Sawamura et al., 2017). 72
Furthermore, measurements of vertical distributions of 73
aerosol concentration, as well as the understanding of vertical 74
mixing processes, provide an important input for understand- 75
ing the dispersion of aerosols from local pollution sources and 76
establish efficient control of air quality. Information about the 77
depth and dynamics of the atmospheric boundary layer (BL) 78
is essential to explaining in situ measurements of atmospheric 79
species. In order to understand the processes that affect concen- 80
trations of species emitted within the surface layer, the knowl- 81
edge of transport and mixing conditions including mean hori- 82
zontal wind speed and direction profiles, strength of turbulence,
and depth of the atmospheric BL is indispensable. The BL is 83
defined here as the layer of atmosphere in turbulent connection 84
with the surface of the earth. The height of the BL, referred to in 85
this article as the mixing height (MH), defines the volume of at- 86
mosphere in which gas-phase or aerosol chemical species, emit- 87
ted within the BL, are mixed and dispersed. Based on surface- 88
level in situ measurements of aerosol properties and size dis- 89
tributions, knowledge about the height to which particles may 90
be mixed can also improve assumptions about aerosol proper- 91
ties aloft for the purpose of aerosol-cloud interaction studies. 92
The combination of MH, updrafts, wind speed and direction,
93
and other meteorological information is essential to understanding of in situ atmospheric chemistry measurements made dur- 94
ing air quality studies. Well-mixed BLs often occur over/near 95
land in the unstable daytime convective boundary layer (CBL), 96
typically as a result of surface heating. Stable boundary layer 97
(SBL) conditions may be observed over land, typically at night 98
where, in the absence of surface heating, the BL is in general 99
not well mixed. SBL conditions are also observed over cold100
oceans. Very stable boundary layers (vSBL), typically observed101
over land, exhibit weak shear turbulence and strong temperature102
gradients near the surface (Tucker et al., 2009).
The aim of this work, in addition to reporting the aerosol103
measurements conducted, is to combine the measurements of104
collocated in situ and remote sensing instruments in order to105
increase the accuracy of predictions concerning climate change106
and human health. This combination can be achieved either by107
comparing or complementing. The results of the comparison108
will allow us to reduce the uncertainty of aerosol measurements109
in the atmosphere, subsequently improving model predictions110
on climate change. We also aim to find the atmospheric con-111
ditions that allow the direct comparison of in situ and remote112
sensing measurements. The results of complementing will give113
us insight regarding pollution dispersion in urban areas. Also,114
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collocated in situ and remote sensing aerosol measurement stations, after this work, will be able to combine their measurements, so as to investigate the vertical mixing of aerosols and
acquire a profile of aerosol properties extending from ground
level to several km above ground level (agl). Thus, we will
obtain an insight on how regional aerosol is added to local
aerosol, especially during pollution events due to long range
transport (Saharan dust, Biomass Burning, etc.). This knowledge, combined with lung deposition models, will allow us to
predict the impact of aerosol particles (produced in the vicinity
of the Athens Metropolitan Area (AMA) and transported from
distant areas) on human health with higher accuracy. Therefore,
using a combination of in situ instruments, remote sensing instruments and models, we could increase the quality of life for
the people living in the AMA.
In order to achieve these goals, the optical properties of
aerosol particles have to be estimated. To accomplish that
we use Mie theory which gives an analytical solution of the
Maxwell’s equations for the scattering of electromagnetic radiation by spherical particles (Bohren and Huffman, 1998). The
scattering phase function can be estimated for a specific aerosol
radius and refractive index.
A key challenge in relating the remote sensing (Lidar) and
in situ aerosol measurements is that the former are made under ambient Relative Humidity (RH) conditions, while the latter are made under dry RH conditions (typically ≤ 20 %RH)
(Zieger et al., 2011, 2012). At high RH, hygroscopic aerosols
uptake water, which affects their optically relevant properties
(e.g., size, morphology, and refractive index). The growth of
an aerosol particle due to water uptake is described by the hygroscopic growth factor g(RH) which is defined as the particle
diameter Dwet at a certain RH divided by its dry diameter Ddry :
Dwet(RH)
.
g(RH) =
Ddry
In order to address the influence of hygroscopic growth, we
use two approaches: In the first approach we apply a scattering
enhancement due to hygroscopic growth f(RH) factor to in situ
data, while in the second approach we convert the dry aerosol
size distribution measured in situ and the aerosol refractive index to ambient conditions using hygroscopicity κ acquired by
a Hygroscopic Tandem Differential Mobility Analyzer (HTDMA) measurements. In both cases, we compare these data
to those obtained via multi-wavelength lidar measurements.
The Athens Metropolitan Area (AMA) is an ideal location
to study these issues. It is densely populated and hosts many
commercial and industrial activities in a relatively small area.
High aerosol concentrations can be present during long periods
of time (Vratolis et al., 2019). Strong vertical aerosol gradients in the lower troposphere can form in regions surrounded by
mountains, under stable atmospheric conditions with weak air
circulation and high anthropogenic activity (Wang et al., 2019).
In this study, in sections 2 and 3 we present the instrumentation and methods used. In section 4 we introduce the results
we obtained, while in section 5 we present the summary and
conclusions.
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Figure 1: Major measurement sites in Attica (Greece) during the HygrA-CD166
campaign (Google, 2019).
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2. Instrumentation
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Hygroscopic Aerosols to Cloud Droplets (HygrA-CD) cam-171
paign was conducted in the Athens Metropolitan Area (AMA)172
from 15 May to 22 June 2014. It provided an extended record of173
data on aerosols and their role in cloud formation (Papayannis174
175
et al., 2017).
The campaign’s major sampling site was the Demokritos sta-176
tion (DEM, red marker, Figure 1), member of the GAW and177
ACTRIS Networks (37.995◦ N 23.816◦ E, at 270 m above sea178
level (asl)). DEM station belongs to the National Centre of Sci-179
entific Research Demokritos, and it is situated in a pine forest,180
on the foot of Mount Hymettus, about 8 km to the north from181
Athens city center. It is an urban background station, represen-182
tative of the atmospheric aerosol in the suburbs of the Athens183
Metropolitan Area. Katabatic winds influence the station fre-184
quently (Flocas et al., 1998), bringing air masses from Mount185
Hymettus (peak height 1,024 meters). An increase in parti-186
cle number concentration during the night is occasionally ob-187
served, even in the absence of aerosol particle sources, due to188
the lowering of the nocturnal boundary layer height (NBLH). 189
The second campaign site was located at the National Techni-190
cal University of Athens (NTUA, blue marker, Figure 1, 37.97◦ 191
N, 23.79◦ E, 212 m asl), about 5 km to the north from down-192
193
town Athens.
194

139
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195
2.1. In situ Aerosol Instruments
196
At DEM station, the following in situ aerosol instruments
197
were operating during the campaign:
198
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1. An Optical Particle Counter (OPC) (Grimm 107@660 nm199
laser light wavelength) to get the particle number size dis-200
tribution for the sizes ranging from 250 nm to 2.5 µm (op-201
tical diameter). The OPC has participated in an intercom-202
parison workshop at the WCCAP and exhibited a count-203
ing accuracy within 10% for the size range 250 nm to 1204
µm. A measurement of the full size distribution is com-205
pleted in 1 minute. The laser light used by the instrument206
emits electromagnetic radiation with a wavelength of 660207
3

nm, while the light scattered by each aerosol particle is
collected and measured for the angles 29.5◦ -150.5◦ and
81◦ -99◦ (Bukowiecki et al., 2011). Once manufactured,
the instrument’s 1 µm channel is electronically adjusted
with 1 µm monodisperse polystyrene latex spheres (PSL)
(Duke Scientific, NIST traceable, m = 1.59, according to
ISO 21501-1) (Schneider, 2016; Grimm-Aerosoltechnik,
2005). Calibration to a reference Grimm OPC, using
dolomite aerosols follows (i.e. dolomite has a different
refractive index from PSL, and a full size distribution is
used). The OPC particle number concentration in each
size bin is adjusted to the measurements of the reference instrument by changing the detection limit thresholds for each size bin. (Lymperopoulos, 2015; Schneider, 2016; Grimm-Aerosoltechnik, 2005). The reference
Grimm OPC is checked and certified with monodisperse
polystyrene latex spheres (PSL) (Grimm-Aerosoltechnik,
2005). The OPC number size distribution acquired by the
instrument was adjusted based on a calibration measurement with PSL spheres of 262 and 490 nm ((Vratolis et al.,
2018), see supplementary material, Figures S14-S16).
2. An AE33 dual spot, seven wavelength (370, 470, 520, 590,
660, 880, 950 nm) Aethalometer to acquire the equivalent
black carbon concentration (eBC). The instrument operated after a PM2.5 inlet and completed an eBC measurement for all wavelengths every 1 minute. The aerosol absorption coefficient was acquired using a multiple scattering correction factor (C0 ) equal to 3.5 in order to correct
for multiple scattering by the filter fibers and the scattering of the aerosols embedded in the filter (Kalogridis et al.,
2018). The instrument participated in an intercomparison
workshop in 2017 at the WCCAP, exhibiting an equivalent
Black Carbon (eBC) counting accuracy within 4% against
a reference system (MAAP) under controlled laboratory
conditions. Since the main light absorbing species is soot
aerosol and this constituent is dominantly found withing
the PM2.5 size fraction, we do not expect that the inlet size
cut will affect the results obtained in this work (Diapouli
et al., 2017a).
3. A Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS) to provide the
particle number size distribution of atmospheric aerosol
in the size range from 10 to 550 nm (electrical mobility
diameter), comprised of a TSI Model 3080L electrostatic
classifier (TSI Inc., Shoreview, MN, USA) and a condensation particle counter (CPC; TSI Model 3772, TSI Inc.,
Shoreview, MN, USA). The instrument yields a full size
distribution in the above mentioned range every 5 minutes.
Calibration against a reference SMPS system at the WCCAP (World Calibration Centre for Aerosol Physics) was
conducted in 2013. The instrument participated in an intercomparison workshop in 2016 at the WCCAP, exhibiting
a counting accuracy within 10% for the size range 30-550
nm against a reference system under controlled laboratory
conditions (Wiedensohler et al., 2012). The SMPS is calibrated at DEM station with PSL spheres with a size of 200
nm.
4. An Ecotech Aurora3000 3-wavelength (450, 525 and 635
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nm) Nephelometer, operating after a PM10 inlet, in order263
to acquire the aerosol scattering and backscattering coeffi-264
cients (σ scat , σbscat ) (Pandolfi et al., 2018). Each measure-265
ment for all wavelengths has a duration of 1 minute. The266
instrument participated in an intercomparison workshop in267
2016 at the WCCAP, exhibiting counting accuracy at 450268
and 635 nm wavelength within 6% against a reference sys-269
tem (Aurora4000) under controlled laboratory conditions. 270
5. A Hygroscopic Tandem Differential Mobility Analyzer271
(HTDMA) in order to acquire the hygroscopicity κ of272
aerosol particles. The instrument consists of two Differen-273
tial Mobility Analyzers (DMAs) for sizing particles in the274
fine aerosol range, a humidification system, and an Ultra-275
fine Condensation Particle Counter (Stolzenburg and Mc-276
Murry, 1991). Aerosol particles were initially dried and277
passed through a bipolar charger before entering the first278
DMA (DMA-1). The monodisperse aerosol flow down-279
stream DMA-1 was then exposed to elevated RH condi-280
tions inside the humidifier. The second DMA (DMA-2),281
which was also operated with a sheath flow of elevated282
RH, and the UCPC were used for measuring the size distri-283
bution of the particles downstream the humidifier (Bezan-284
takos et al., 2013).
285
6. A high resolution energy dispersive, polarization geom-286
etry, X-Ray fluorescence spectrometer (XRF, model Ep-287
silon 5 by PANanalytical) to measure the metal content of288
aerosol particles collected on PM2.5 filters. The instrument289
has a Cartesian-triaxial geometry. 8 secondary targets (Al,290
CaF2 , Fe, Ge, Zr, Mo, Al2 O3 , LaB6 ) are provided by the291
instrument, so as to polarize the X ray tube generated in-292
cident radiation. The sample heating and the Xray dam-293
age are kept minimum because of the combination of the294
low power and polarized optics that the instrument uses.295
PM samples can be measured repeatedly without sustain-296
ing any damage. (Manousakas et al., 2017).
297
Inlet aerosol flows are dried to RH below 40%, while parti-298
cle losses due to diffusion in the pipe lines are calculated and299
corrected for SMPS. Other losses are not corrected for in situ300
instruments, as their inlet lines are vertical and therefore losses301
302
are not significant.
303
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2.2. Remote Sensing Aerosol Instruments
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A Doppler wind lidar system manufactured by HALO Pho306
tonics with a laser at 1.5 µm was operated at the DEM site
307
by the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI). The instrument
308
measurements used in the current study were those in the 3309
beam Doppler beam swinging (DBS) mode. This Doppler
310
beam swinging, or DBS technique is fast and simple both in
311
the hardware and in the data evaluation algorithm, but lacks the
312
goodness-of-fit information as a measure for the reliability of
313
the results. This shortcoming is partially compensated by infor314
mation about the temporal behavior of the data. Turbulence is
315
easily determined from these data for any time scale as dictated
316
by the particular process investigated, particularly as turbulence
317
depends critically on ground roughness length and atmospheric
stratification stability (Weitkamp, 2005). The vertical profiles318
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of the radial Doppler wind velocity and 2-3D wind fields were
acquired by the instrument, in addition to the atmospheric turbulent properties (e.g. turbulent dissipation rate, ) (O’Connor
et al., 2010). The wind velocity is provided with accuracy better than 0.5 ms−1 for DBS mode. The vertical resolution of the
measurements is 30 m, and the temporal resolution is 14 seconds for DBS mode. The maximum range achieved is 2-3 km
depending on the atmospheric aerosol load, but it could reach
10 km height, under the presence of clouds (Papayannis et al.,
2017).
The remote sensing instruments that were in operation at
NTUA station during the campaign included:
1. The EOLE Raman lidar system. Its laser source is a
pulsed solid state Nd:YAG (Neodymium-doped Yttrium
Aluminium Garnet) laser. The primary laser beam is emitted at 1064 nm with 10 Hz repetition frequency. The energy of each laser pulse is, at the beginning, 850 mJ. The
second and third harmonic frequencies of the Nd:YAG
system (at 532 nm and 355 nm, respectively) are generated with the use of two non-linear KD*P (Potassium
Dideuterium Phosphate) crystals (Argyrouli, 2016). The
backscattered signal is measured at 355, 532 and 1064 nm
and the Raman signal is measured at 387, 407 and 607 nm.
The instrument provided the vertical profiles of the aerosol
backscatter coefficient (baer ) (355, 532 and 1064 nm) and
aerosol extinction coefficient (aaer ) (355 and 532 nm), the
aerosol Ångström exponent (AE) for baer , aaer , and the
lidar ratio (S = aaer /baer ) (at 355 and 532 nm). During
nightie measurements, the profiles in the vertical of baer ,
aaer , S , and AE for extinction and backscatter coefficients
are obtained with 10 - 20%, 10 - 15%, 10% and 25% uncertainty, respectively (Kokkalis et al., 2012). During daytime measurements, by using as input a constant S value,
we retrieve the baer and the AE-related to backscatter coefficient values with an average uncertainty of 20 - 30% and
25%, respectively (Kokkalis et al., 2012). The water vapor
mixing ratio vertical profiles were also retrieved from 0.5
to 6-7 km height, during nighttime. The statistical error
was ≥ than 8% at heights up to 2 km and ranged between
10 to 15% from 2.5 to 6 km (Mamouri et al., 2007). The
measurements of baer , aaer above the height of 1,200 m
above sea level (asl) were considered meaningful and the
average from 1,200 m asl to 1,300 m asl was used for the
comparison to the in situ instruments.
2. A microwave radiometer (RPG-HATPRO model, RPG Radiometer Physics), operated at NTUA, provided temperature, Absolute Humidity (AH) and RH vertical profiles
(Labzovskii et al., 2018). The root-mean-square (rms) accuracy of temperature was 0.6 K near the surface and it
increased to 1.5 - 2.0 K in the middle troposphere (Crewell
et al., 2001; Liljegren et al., 2005), while the rms of absolute humidity was 0.4 gm−3 . The integrated water vapour
(IWV) and the liquid water path (LWP) retrievals had accuracies of 0.3 - 1.0 kgm−1 and 20 - 30 gm−2 , respectively
(Loehnert and Crewell, 2003).
Radiosondes were also launched from the Hellenic National

Table 1: Instrument in brief, I.S. refers to in situ instruments, while R.S. refers353
to remote sensing instruments.

357

nm is 10%, therefore we expect the error in the size distribution produced by the combination and adjustment of SMPS and
OPC measurements to be within an uncertainty of 10%. Furthermore, we expect the uncertainty of all comparisons presented in this work to be within 20%.

358

3.2. RIAE33−NEPH optimal solution algorithm

354
355

Instrument

Station

OPC

DEM

AE33

DEM

SMPS

DEM

Aurora3000
HTDMA

DEM
DEM

XRF

DEM

HALO
EOLE
RPG-HATPRO

DEM
NTUA
NTUA

Quantity
Size
Distribution
0.25-2.5 µm
eBC
Size
Distribution
10-500 nm
σ scat , σbscat
κ
PM2.5
metal
content

aaer , baer
RH

Category

356

I.S.
I.S.
359

I.S.

360
361

I.S.
I.S.

362
363
364

I.S.

365

R.S.
R.S.
R.S.

RMSE =

0.5
[Scat NEPH − Scat NS D ]2 + [AbsAE33 − AbsNS D ]2
366

319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328

Meteorological Service (HNMS, 37.88◦ N 23.73◦ E, at 10 m367
above sea level (asl)) or the National and Kapodistrian Univer-368
sity of Athens (NKUA, 37.98◦ N 23.73◦ E, at 280 m above sea369
level (asl)) sites in Athens. The model of the radiosonde used370
was RS92-SGP, Vaisala Oyj. It provided the vertical profiles371
of temperature (uncertainty between 0.3 and 0.4 ◦ C), RH (un-372
certainty 4%), pressure (uncertainty between 0.5 and 1 hPa for
pressures ≥ 100 hPa) and wind speed and direction (uncertain-373
ties of 0.15 ms−1 and 2◦ , respectively) according to Nash et al.374
(2011) and Vaisala (2013a,b).
375
376

329

3. Methods
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341
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343
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The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the difference between the aerosol scattering and absorption coefficients measured by the Nephelometer (Scat NEPH ) and AE33 (AbsAE33 ),
and the scattering (Scat NS D ) and absorption (AbsNS D ) coefficients calculated using Mie theory for the combined size distribution of SMSP and OPC up to a maximum diameter of 1,000
nm (NSD) is produced according to equation 1:

3.1. Choice of dry aerosol particle number size distribution ex-379
tent
380
The aerosol dry size distribution used in the comparison of381
in situ and remote sensing instruments is obtained during the382
procedure in order to acquire the Equivalent Refractive Index383
(ERICOR ) optimal solution by fitting the SMPS and OPC size
distributions in the overlapping range (Vratolis et al., 2018).
Since the OPC number size distribution was corrected based
on calibration measurements with PSL spheres with a diameter
of 262 and 490 nm (see supplementary material, Figures S17-384
S19), we used the combined size distribution up to a maximum385
diameter of 1,000 nm (corresponds to dry electrical mobility
diameter). After this size, we cannot be sure that ERICOR corresponds to the aerosol particle’s refractive index. Also, according to Heim et al. (2008), the OPC counting accuracy is within
10% of the ideal 100% for sizes from 0.3 to 1 µm (electrical
mobility diameter). From around 0.8 µm up to 2 µm the sizing
accuracy decreases. The obtained combined size distribution
up to a maximum diameter of 1,000 nm from the SMPS and
OPC (considered to correspond to electrical mobility diameter)
is used from now on as the aerosol size distribution whose op-386
tical properties are compared to the EOLE lidar measurements.387
The counting accuracy of the SMPS in the size range 30 - 550388
5

(1)

The RIAE33−NEPH optimal solution is obtained when we acquire the minimum RMSE in a fitting procedure where the
aerosol refractive index is the independent variable. The resulting complex refractive index may be used to calculate the
absorption and scattering coefficients at specific angles (i.e.
backscattering), keeping in mind that we refer to spherical particles, as we use Mie algorithm.
3.3. Truncation error correction and calculation of the scattering coefficient for ambient conditions
The Nephelometer measurements are corrected for truncation errors following (Müller et al., 2011), while the scattering AE is used to adjust the scattering coefficient to 660 nm.
In order to calculate the ambient scattering coefficient so as to
compare to EOLE lidar extinction coefficient, the aerosol hygroscopic exponent γ was used (Gassó et al., 2000). The ambient RH is computed using the microwave radiometer measurements. The ambient aerosol scattering coefficient σ scat,amb , at
RHamb is determined as
!
100 − RHdry γ
σ scat,amb = σ scat,dry
(2)
100 − RHamb
3.4. Refractive index and particle number size distribution in
ambient conditions
The aerosol ERICOR and RIAE33−NEPH were adjusted to ambient conditions, using the hygroscopicity κ acquired by the HTDMA measurements for a dry particle electrical mobility diameter equal to 250 nm. We computed the aerosol density according to Hasan and Dzubay (1983) using Equation 3:
ρ−1 =

X Xi
ρi
i

(3)

where Xi and ρi are the mass fraction and density in gcm−3
for species i. Species 1 refers to the dry aerosol size distribution up to a maximum diameter of 1,000 nm with a refractive

389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396

index equal to ERICOR or RIAE33−NEPH and a density equal to438
1.48 gcm−3 (Gini et al., 2019). Species 2 refers to water. There439
are different mixing rules that could be applied in order to ac-440
quire the refractive index. The most common are partial mo-441
lar refraction (Stelson, 1990) and the volume-weighted method442
(Hasan and Dzubay, 1983).
We used the volume-weighted method (Equation 4) so as to443
calculate the mean refractive index (m = mr − ki ).
444
m=ρ

X Xi mr,i
X Xi ki
−ρ
i
ρi
ρi
i
i

445

(4)446

402

where mr is the real part of a complex refractive index for
species i and ki is the imaginary part.
The particle number size distribution acquired by in situ instruments in dry conditions is also adjusted to ambient conditions based on the hygroscopicity κ and the ambient RH (mi-447
crowave radiometer measurements).
448

403

3.5. Flexible Particle Dispersion Model (FLEXPART)

397
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449
450
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The Flexible Particle Dispersion Model (FLEXPART) was451
used to find the possible aerosol source areas of the measured452
atmospheric volume. To do this, FLEXPART simulates the453
backward trajectories of a large number of air parcels and esti-454
mates their residence time over each geographic grid cell (sensitivity) (Stohl and Thomson, 1999; Stohl et al., 2005). These455
residence times indicate how sensitive the measurements at a456
station are to emissions occurring at each geographic grid cell.457
FLEXPART takes into account not only grid scale wind but also458
turbulent and mesoscale wind fluctuations. Drift correction, in459
order to disallow accumulation of the released air parcels, and460
density correction, so as to take into account the decrease of461
air density with height, were both applied. We produced seven-462
day backward runs for the campaign period with the release of463
4 × 104 computational air parcels every 3 hours beginning from464
DEM station. Thus, we acquired the residence times of these465
computational air parcels in each geographic grid cell, for a466
height from 0 to 100 m agl.
467
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3.6. Richardson number derivation
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The atmospheric conditions (including Richardson number)470
were analyzed by WRF-ARW model (Skamarock et al., 2005).471
The model covers three domains, namely Europe, Greece, and472
Athens. The external grid is at (12 × 12 km), while the two473
nested grids are at (4 × 4 km) and (1 × 1 km) respectively. The474
NCEP final analysis (FNL) and sea surface temperature (SST)475
are used for initial and boundary conditions (Solomos et al.,476
477
2019).

correct any noise and distortion. Then, the detection part extracts the useful lidar signal (aerosol/cloud layers) by using image thresholding techniques. Lastly, the segmentation is based
on the watershed algorithm and the histogram-based classification Multi-Otsus method (Maroufidis et al., 2020).
3.8. Aerosol mineral dust concentration estimation based on
XRF measurements
The estimation is based on XRF measurements and according to Nava et al. (2012):

Mineral Dust = 1.35 Na + 1.66 Mg + 1.89Al + 2.14 S i
+ 1.21 K + 1.40 Ca + 1.67 T i + 1.43 Fe

(5)

We applied corrections in order to account for sea-salt contributions to Na and Mg. We calculated the sea salt fractions of
Na and Mg using the measured Cl concentration. The sea salt
ratios used for Na/Cl and Mg/Cl were 0.56 and 0.07, respectively. The drawback of this approach is that an overestimation
of the non-sea salt component of Na and Mg is possible, as Cl
may evaporate from the filters on which the aerosol samples are
collected.
3.9. Method used in order to distinguish days that in situ and
remote sensing instruments can be compared
In order to distinguish days that in situ and remote sensing
instruments can be compared, we have to make sure that a well
mixed boundary layer up to a height of 1,300 m asl is present.
To do that, we apply the following three step method: In the first
step, we visually inspect the atmospheric layers determined using image processing of the raw lidar data (method presented in
section 3.7) and subsequently select days that have a layer extending from ground level to 1,300 m asl in the late afternoon
- early evening. We are interested in this time period because
the sun radiation intensity is low, resulting in more accurate extinction and backscattering coefficient determination by EOLE
lidar, while the boundary layer is still deep. In the second step,
we make sure that for the time periods selected earlier, the WRF
Richardson number up to 1300 m asl is higher than 0.39, indicating that we are within the BLH. This threshold was selected
according to Zhang et al. (2014). In the third step, we make
sure that for the selected days there is significant turbulence in
the atmosphere during noon, late afternoon, and early evening
( values higher than 10−4 for a height extending from ground
level up to 1,300 m asl). All days that do not fulfill these criteria
cannot be compared.

3.7. Segmentation algorithm for aerosol layers in atmospheric478
Lidar measurements

4. Results and Discussion

The detection-segmentation algorithm is based on image pro-479
cessing techniques. The algorithm takes as input the raw lidar480
data and produces a layer-labeled image. It is optical property481
independent and handles the lidar profiles (height over time) as482
2D gray-scale images. First, a pre-processing is carried out to483

4.1. Comparison of Nephelometer to ERI calculated total scattering coefficient
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In Figure 2 we present the comparison of the scattering coefficient measured by Ecotech Nephelometer (adjusted to 660
nm wavelength, Neph660 ) to the scattering coefficient (SD −
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Figure 2: Comparison of the dry scattering coefficient σ scat,dry obtained by Mie527
algorithm calculation using ERICOR , for sizes up to 1,000 nm (electrical mo-528
bility diameter), and the dry scattering coefficient obtained by Ecotech Neph-529
elometer adjusted to 660 nm wavelength, corresponding to OPC. The color of
530
the marker corresponds to the absorption coefficient measured by AE33, normalized between 0 and 100. The minimum value of the AE33 absorption de-531
picted is 0.3 Mm−1 and the maximum value is 16 Mm−1 . The area of each532
marker corresponds to ERICOR , normalized between 0 and 100. The maximum533
value of ERICOR depicted is 1.7 and the minimum is 1.43. The red line depicts
534
the relation of SD − ERICOR − MieScatter = 1.07 * Neph660 -13 Mm−1 , which
is the best linear fit obtained, with a coefficient of determination (R2 ) equal to535
0.72.
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ERICOR − MieScatter ) obtained by the application of Mie algo-539
rithm on the unified aerosol size distribution (SD) of the in-540
struments SMPS and OPC acquired in the process of defining541
ERICOR (Vratolis et al., 2018). The refractive index used was542
ERICOR . If we apply a linear fit, SD−ERICOR − MieScatter equals543
1.07 * Neph660 -13 Mm−1 with a coefficient of determination544
(R2 ) equal to 0.72. SD − ERICOR − MieScatter values are almost545
the same to those of the dry Nephelometer scattering coeffi-546
cient, and there is a reasonably good agreement between the547
two quantities. This is an indication that the portion of the size548
distribution up to a maximum diameter of 1,000 nm can be used549
in order to compare optical properties of aerosols from in situ550
and remote sensing instruments. Keeping in mind the uncer-551
tainties in the size distribution measurements of SMPS, OPC552
and the uncertainty of ERICOR , we expect the uncertainty in the553
estimation of SD − ERICOR − MieScatter to be within 20%. In554
Figure 2, SD − ERICOR − MieScatter values below the red fit-555
ting line correspond to lower ERICOR values and higher absorp-556
tion coefficient values measured by AE33 (AE33abs−660 ) as in-557
dicated by the color and area of the markers. Higher ERICOR 558
values and low AE33abs−660 values correspond to very high559
SD − ERICOR − MieScatter values, in relation to the red line.
560
561

506
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4.2. Comparison of EOLE lidar to Nephelometer and
563
Aethalometer total ambient extinction coefficient
564

508
509
510
511

In order to compare in situ and remote sensing instruments,565
we calculated the average EOLE extinction coefficients at 355566
and 532 nm for a height from 1,200 m asl to 1,300 m asl for567
days selected based on the procedure in section 3.9. For these568
7

days  exhibited values higher than 10−4 for a height extending from 15 to 1,000 m agl. The comparison days included
the 22nd of May 20:30 to 21:30, 23rd of May 20:30 to 21:30,
7th of June 22:00 to 23:00 and 10th of June 18:45 to 19:45.
Then, we deduced the EOLE extinction AE and calculated the
EOLE extinction coefficient at the wavelength of 660 nm. The
in situ ambient scattering coefficient was calculated using the
Nephelometer measurements, equation 2 and a γ factor equal
to 0.57, corresponding to polluted marine aerosol (Gassó et al.,
2000). We consider this γ factor suitable for the selected days
that display high turbulence in the atmosphere, as the AMA has
in general a high impact from anthropogenic activities (vehicle
emissions, cooking, shipping) and it is also frequently under
the influence of the sea breeze (Gini et al., 2019). We assumed
that the absorption coefficient, measured by the AE33, did not
change due to hygroscopic growth of particles. This assumption
is plausible, as the scattering is the dominant part of the extinction as indicated by the fact that the minimum single scattering
albedo (SSA) for the selected days is 0.94. SSA is the fraction
in which the numerator is the scattering coefficient and the denominator the extinction coefficient. The origin of airmasses for
a height up to 100 m agl calculated by FLEXPART is included
as supplementary material (Figures S17-S20).
The comparison of the ambient extinction coefficient from
Nephelometer and Aethalometer for ambient conditions, and
the extinction coefficient obtained by EOLE for a height up
to 1,300 m asl (DEM station is at 270 m asl) is presented in
Figure 3a. Both extinction coefficients were adjusted to the
wavelength of 660 nm. The size of the marker corresponds
to the growth factor measured by the HTDMA (range: 1.0041.21) and the color of the markers corresponds to the average
 value for a height extending from 15 to 1,000 m agl (range:
8 × 10−4 - 2.5 × 10−1 ). The red line depicts the best linear fit
obtained. We observe in Figure 3a that there is good agreement between the extinction coefficient obtained by in situ instruments to the one obtained by EOLE lidar for selected days
that exhibit turbulence to heights above 1,000 m agl. The vertical distribution of the  values for these days are presented
as supplementary material (Figures S1-S4, depicting 22-23 of
May, 7 and 10 of June). NEPH − AETHEXT −WET −660 and
EOLE EXT −660 are well correlated (R2 equal to 0.69 for the linear fit NEPH−AETHEXT −WET −660 = 1.11 * EOLE EXT −660 +23.4
Mm−1 ). We observe that the intercept is 23.4 Mm−1 , indicating
that we always expect to have higher aerosol concentration at
ground level, even for days that exhibit high turbulence. The
RH during the lidar measurements in Figures S5-S8 (supplementary) at a height of 1,000 m agl ranged from 55% to 75%.
We observe that the growth factor has little effect on the correlation of NEPH − AETHEXT −WET −660 and EOLE EXT −660 for
the measurements presented in Figure 3a. The data point with
the lowest  value is the furthest one from the best linear fit
(red line), indicating that the main mechanism that influences
the NEPH − AETHEXT −WET −660 and EOLE EXT −660 correlation
is the state of mixing in the vertical, while the growth factor impact appears to be small. The temporal evolution of the rangecorrected lidar signal (RCS) EOLE lidar measurements at the
wavelength of 1064 nm are presented as supplementary mate-
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rial (Figures S9-S12). These vertical distribution plots indicate
that the aerosol concentration during the comparison hours is
almost uniform from ground level up to approximately 1,000 m
asl, probably due to high turbulence in the atmosphere.
The extinction values for the EOLE EXT −660 and NEPH −
AETHEXT −WET −660 are also presented in Table 2.
4.3. Comparison of EOLE lidar and RIAE33−NEPH calculated
extinction coefficients
The comparison of the ambient extinction coefficient obtained by Mie algorithm calculation using RIAE33−NEPH retrieved from Nephelometer and Aethalometer for ambient conditions, for sizes up to 1,000 nm and the extinction coefficient obtained from EOLE for a height up to 1,300 m asl is
presented in Figure 3b. Both extinction coefficients were adjusted to the wavelength of 660 nm. The size of the marker
corresponds to the growth factor measured by the HTDMA
(range: 1.004-1.21) and the color of the markers corresponds
to the average  value for a height extending from 15 to
1,000 m agl (range: 8 × 10−4 - 2.5 × 10−1 ). The red line depicts the best linear fit obtained. In Figure 3b there is good
agreement between the RIAE33−NEPH calculated extinction coefficient (NEPH − AETHRI−EXT −WET −660 ) and EOLE EXT −660
(R2 is equal to 0.56, NEPH − AETHRI−EXT −WET −660 = 0.61 *
EOLE EXT −660 +10.2 Mm−1 ) for selected days that exhibit turbulence to heights up to 1,000 m agl. We observe that the intercept is 10.2 Mm−1 , indicating that we always expect to have
higher aerosol concentration at ground level, even for days that
exhibit high turbulence. We have to keep in mind that during
the deduction of RIAE33−NEPH the size distribution (SD) up to a
maximum diameter of 1,000 nm dry diameter was used, leading to possible errors related to larger sizes of particles that
were not included. We observe that the growth factor has little effect on the correlation of NEPH − AETHRI−EXT −WET −660
and EOLE EXT −660 for the measurements presented in Figure
3b. The data point with the lowest  value is the furthest one
from the best linear fit line, indicating that the main mechanism that influences the NEPH − AETHRI−EXT −WET −660 and
EOLE EXT −660 correlation is the state of mixing in the vertical,
while the growth factor impact appears to be small.
The extinction values for the EOLE EXT −660 and NEPH −
AETHRI−EXT −WET −660 are also presented in Table 2.

(a) NEPH − AETHEXT −WET −660 to EOLE EXT −660

(b) NEPH − AETHRI−EXT −WET −660 to EOLE EXT −660

4.4. Comparison of EOLE lidar extinction coefficient to
ERICOR calculated ambient scattering coefficient
The comparison of the ambient scattering coefficient obtained by Mie algorithm calculation using ERICOR for ambient
conditions, for sizes up to 1,000 nm, and the extinction coefficient obtained from EOLE is presented in Figure 3c. Both coefficients were adjusted to the wavelength of 660 nm. The size
of the marker corresponds to the growth factor measured by the
HTDMA (range: 1.004-1.21) and the color of the markers corresponds to the average  value for a height extending from 15
to 1,000 m agl (range: 8 × 10−4 - 2.5 × 10−1 ). The red line depicts the best linear fit obtained: ERIT OT AL−S C−WET −660 = 0.62
* EOLE EXT −660 + 22 Mm−1 . We observe that the intercept is 22

(c) ERIT OT AL−S C−WET −660 to EOLE EXT −660
Figure 3: In situ - Remote sensing instruments measurements comparison. Error bars correspond to 20% uncertainty.
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Table 2:
EOLE EXT −660 , NEPH − AETHEXT −WET −660 , NEPH −
AETHRI−EXT −WET −660 and ERIT OT AL−S C−WET −660 values for the selected
days.

Date,
Time
(UTC)

EOLE

NEPH
AETH

623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639
640
641

ERI
T OT AL−S C

EXT −660
−1

Mm

EXT −WET
660
−1

Mm
22nd of May 2014,
20:30-21:30
23rd of May 2014,
20:30-21:30
7th of June 2014,
22:00-23:00
10th of June 2014,
18:45-19:45

NEPH
AETH
RI−EXT
WET −660
−1

Mm

WET −660
−1

Mm

79.8

122

75.8

98.6

73.8

80.2

42.9

58.8

38.5

72

34.6

43

90.5

132.9

61.6

62.2

Mm−1 , indicating that we always expect to have higher aerosol
concentration at ground level, even for days that exhibit high
turbulence. In Figure 3c we observe that there is not satisfactory agreement between the ERICOR calculated ambient scattering coefficient to the EOLE lidar extinction coefficient for selected days that exhibit turbulence to heights above 1,000 m agl
(R2 is equal to 0.35). We have to keep in mind that the absorption coefficient cannot be calculated, as ERICOR corresponds to
the real part of the aerosol refractive index. There is also the
problem with the use of the SD up to 1,000 nm mentioned in
section 3.3. Neither growth factor or  appear to have a signifi-660
cant impact on the correlation between ERIT OT AL−S C−WET −660 661
and EOLE EXT −660 . Nevertheless, as indicated in Figure 3c,662
ERICOR , which is calculated based on the size distributions of663
SMPS and OPC, provides a useful insight into the optical prop-664
erties of aerosols in the atmosphere not only at ground level but665
also at higher altitudes.
666
The extinction values for the EOLE EXT −660 and the scattering667
values for ERIT OT AL−S C−WET −660 are also presented in Table 2. 668
669

642
643
644
645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659

4.5. Comparison of EOLE lidar to Nephelometer and670
Aethalometer extinction AE
671
In Figure 4 we compare the extinction AE from EOLE and
in situ measurements. The comparison is not satisfactory, as
the R2 is equal to 0.4. We have to keep in mind that the EOLE
extinction AE is calculated based on measurements at 355, 532
nm, while the in situ extinction AE is calculated based on 470,
660 nm wavelength. These differences in the extinction AE indicate that the size distribution at ground level and at a height
between 1,200 and 1,300 m asl are different, even though we
adjusted the in situ size distribution up to a maximum diameter of 1,000 nm considering its hygroscopic growth. The AE
discrepancies may be attributed to particles with aerodynamic
diameter larger than 10 µm that could be present in the atmosphere but not sampled by the in situ instruments due to their
PM10 inlet heads. We observe that the growth factor has little
effect on the correlation of NEPH−AETHEXT −WET −Ångstrøm and
EOLE EXT −Ångstrøm for the measurements presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Comparison of the AE obtained from EOLE for the height 1,200 m to
1,300 m asl to the one acquired by in situ Nephelometer-Aethalometer measurements. The size of the marker corresponds to the growth factor measured by the
HTDMA (range: 1.004-1.21) and the color of the markers corresponds to the
average  value for a height extending from 15 to 1,000 m agl (range: 8 × 10−4
- 2.5 × 10−1 ). Both quantities are normalized between 100 and 200. Darker
color corresponds to higher , while larger area corresponds to higher growth
factor. The red line depicts the relation of NEPH − AETHEXT −WET −Ångstrøm
= 1.24 * EOLE EXT −Ångstrøm -0.88, which is the best linear fit obtained, with a
coefficient of determination (R2 ) equal to 0.4. Error bars correspond to 20%
uncertainty.

The data point with the lowest  value is the one furthest from
the red best fit line, indicating that the main mechanism that
influences the NEPH − AETHEXT −WET −660 and EOLE EXT −660
correlation is the state of mixing in the vertical.
The values for the EOLE EXT −Ångstrøm and NEPH −
AETHEXT −WET −Ångstrøm are also presented in Table 3. We observe that on the 22nd of May 2014 the EOLE EXT −Ångstrøm and
NEPH − AETHEXT −WET −Ångstrøm values are below 1. This indicates Saharan dust aerosol (coarse mode aerosol in general).
The fact that at ground level the Ångstrøm exponent is lower,
could indicate higher content of large aerosol particles (approximating PM10 ) due to their higher stokes terminal velocity.

Table 3: EOLE EXT −Ångstrøm and NEPH − AETHEXT −WET −Ångstrøm values for
the selected days.

Date, Time (UTC)
22nd of May 2014,
20:30-21:30
23rd of May 2014,
20:30-21:30
7th of June 2014,
22:00-23:00
10th of June 2014,
18:45-19:45
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EOLE EXT
Ångstrøm

NEPH − AETHEXT −WET
Ångstrøm

0.28

-0.58

1.09

-0.41

1.37

0.92

1.01

1.23

672
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4.6. Mixing of local and regional aerosol on the 27th of May728
2014
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The PM2.5 concentration of mineral dust on a 24-h filter at731
DEM station on the 27th of May was 3.5 µgm−3 . The estima-732
tion is based on XRF measurements and equation 5. This day733
is presented as an example of the information we acquire by the734
synergy of remote sensing and in situ instruments regarding the735
mechanism that allows the mixing in the vertical of long range736
transported and locally produced aerosol. This mechanism is737
very important as it will allow us to predict the dispersion of
aerosol and subsequently, using lung deposition models, its im738
pact on the health and quality of life of the people living in the
AMA.
739
In Figure 5a (EOLE range-corrected signal (A.U.) at 1064740
nm), a Saharan dust layer is present above 1,500 m asl (06:00-741
09:00 UTC) and a local pollution layer is present at lower al-742
titudes. At 12:00 UTC (due to intense turbulence in the atmo-743
sphere as indicated in Figure 6a), the two layers are mixing.744
In the afternoon, a well mixed layer (local pollution and Saha-745
ran dust) is present up to 2,000 asl (Figure 5a). This is also746
indicated in Figure 5c, where the AE for the averaged period747
11:30-12:30 UTC and for the height between 1,800 and 2,500748
m asl is below 1, while for the averaged period 19:30-20:30749
UTC the Saharan dust layer has descended to heights below750
1,300 m asl, as the AE AEb−355/532 is above 1 for all altitudes751
depicted. Please note that the AEb−355/532 could not be deter-752
mined for heights below 1300 m asl for the averaged period753
19:30-20:30 UTC. Figure 6a displays the  values on the 27th 754
of May. From 09:00 UTC until almost the end of the day, there755
is turbulence in the atmosphere up to the height of 1,000 m756
agl (approximately 1,300 m asl). In Figure 6b, after 12:00, the757
aerosol scattering coefficient values measured at ground level758
(wavelength of 470 and 660 nm) are getting very close to each759
other (AE is decreasing, an indication of Saharan dust, (Coen760
et al., 2004)). At 18:00, the Saharan dust dominates the aerosol761
concentration at ground level as the scattering coefficient at 660762
nm is higher than that at 470 nm. Figure 6c demonstrates that763
air masses reaching DEM station have a significant residence764
time in a height up to 100 m agl (very close to the ground) in765
North Africa. As indicated by the residence time color plot,766
the air masses from North Africa are partly lifted to altitudes767
higher than 100 m agl and subsequently they move downwards768
to DEM station, depositing Saharan dust. Figure S13 (supple-769
mentary material) presents a radiosonde measurement at 12:00770
UTC. It demonstrates a region of low RH, which is consistent771
with a Saharan dust layer, mainly between 1,000 and 2,000 m772
agl.
773
In an earlier study, Diapouli et al. (2017b) reported for DEM774
station a mean annual concentration for African dust of 1.49775
and 4.19 µgm−3 for PM2.5 and PM10 size fractions, respectively.776
Keeping in mind that on the 27th of May 2014, the mixing pro-777
cess of Sahara dust and local urban polluted aerosol starts after778
12:00 UTC, the PM2.5 mineral dust concentration collected on a779
24-h filter should be at least doubled to represent the conditions780
at DEM station in the late afternoon. Thus we conclude that the781
dust concentration on this day is significantly higher than the782
10

background dust concentration and the impact of transported
aerosol is significant.
In the AMA Sahara dust events are frequent, therefore the
example day presented is very useful, as it promotes knowledge
on the mechanism by which dust particles intensify pollution
(Soupiona et al., 2018). This knowledge can be integrated in
models that predict the impact of aerosol particles to human
health. Thus, using a combination of in situ instruments, remote
sensing instruments and models, we could increase the quality
of life for people living in the AMA.
5. Summary and Conclusions
In this study, aerosol in situ and remote sensing instruments
measurements, conducted in the Athens Metropolitan area during the summer of 2014, were combined either by comparison
or by complementary use.
We found that within the systematic uncertainties associated
with each instrument described, comparison between in situ and
remote sensing instruments is possible for collocated in situ and
remote sensing stations, even when the sampled volume is not
the same (in situ measurements take place at ground level, while
the lidar measurement volume is at a height of several hundred
meters agl).
A method was developed in order to assure that the comparison is feasible, yielding satisfactory results. This was based on
choosing conditions where a well mixed boundary layer up to
1,300 m can be documented.
In an effort to acquire the fraction of the in situ measured size
distribution that could be used in order to compare in situ and
remote sensing instruments, we compared the dry Nephelometer scattering coefficient and ERICOR calculated scattering coefficient. We concluded that the size distribution acquired by
SMPS and OPC up to a maximum diameter of 1,000 nm (electrical mobility diameter) is a good choice so as to calculate, using Mie algorithm, the optical properties of the aerosol volume
sampled by in situ instruments.
The ambient aerosol extinction coefficient calculated from in
situ scattering and absorption coefficients is compared to the
EOLE extinction coefficient and good agreement is observed
between the two quantities, indicating that Nephelometer and
Aethalometer can provide aerosol optical properties representative of the common MH volume.
When the in situ extinction coefficient is calculated by the
derived in situ size distribution and the derived RIAE33−NEPH (by
the optical properties data) and then compared to the derived
EOLE lidar extinction coefficient, good agreement between in
situ and remote sensing data is observed.
The EOLE lidar extinction coefficient to ERICOR calculated
ambient scattering coefficient are not in good agreement, but we
have to keep in mind that ERICOR corresponds to the real part of
the refractive index. Still, we have a useful result for days with
high turbulence in the atmosphere, even for higher altitudes.
The agreement between the Nephelometer and Aethalometer calculated extinction AE and the one calculated by EOLE
lidar is rather poor, and this probably displays that the size distributions measured by in situ and remote sensing instruments

(a)  vertical distribution.
(a) Temporal evolution of the range-corrected lidar signal (RCS) at 1064
nm observed by EOLE, in arbitrary units (A.U.)

(b) Nephelometer scattering coefficient, 470-660 nm.

(b) EOLE backscatter lidar signals at 355, 532 and 1064 nm.

(c) EOLE AE.
Figure 5: Subfigure a: Temporal evolution of the range-corrected lidar signal
(RCS) at 1064 nm observed by EOLE, in arbitrary units (A.U.). Until 09:00
UTC a Saharan dust layer is present above 1,500 m asl and a local pollution
layer at ground level. At 12:00, due to strong turbulence up to 1,000 m, the two
layers are mixing. In the afternoon, a well mixed layer up to 2,000 asl has developed. This is also demonstrated in subfigure c, where the AE at 11:30 to 12:30
indicates that a Saharan dust layer is present at 1,800 to 2,500 m asl (Ångström
below 1), but at 19:30 to 20:30 the Saharan dust layer is missing, indicating
that it has descended to lower altitudes. Subfigure b: EOLE backscatter lidar
signals at 355, 532 and 1064 nm. Subfigure c: EOLE AE.

(c) Air mass origin from a height up to 100 m agl.
Figure 6: Subfigure (a) displays the  values during the 27th of May. From
09:00 UTC until almost the end of the day, there is turbulence in the atmosphere
up to the height of 1,000 m agl. Subfigure b: After 12:00, the aerosol scattering
coefficient values measured at ground level (470 and 660 nm) are getting very
close (AE is decreasing, an indication of Saharan dust) and finally at 18:00, the
Saharan dust layer is at ground level dominating particle concentration, as the
scattering coefficient at 660 nm is higher than that at 470 nm. Subfigure (c)
indicates that air masses with significant residence time over North Africa from
a height up to 100 m agl reach DEM station on the 27th of May at 18:00-21:00.
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have differences that lead to different AEs. This could be partly842
attributed to particles with aerodynamic diameter larger than843
10 µm present in the atmosphere but not sampled by the in844
845
situ instruments due to their PM10 inlet heads and partly to the846
higher uncertainty in the EOLE extinction AE measurement, up847
848
to 25%.
849
Finally, we demonstrate the results that can be obtained by850
the synergy of in situ and remote sensing instruments. Thus,851
we obtain an insight on how regional aerosol is added to local852
aerosol, especially during pollution events due to long range853
854
transport.
855
Further work on the subject should include longer periods856
of parallel in situ - remote sensing measurement campaigns in857
858
collocated stations. We could also include the comparison of859
high altitude in situ station measurements to remote sensing in-860
strument measurements placed at a lower altitude (all instru-861
ments measuring the same air volume). Thus we will be able862
863
to study in more detail aerosol physico-chemical properties,864
aerosol-cloud interactions, cloud micro-physics, and Conden-865
866
sation Cloud Nuclei formation.
867
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